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This  dissemination  is  a  review  study  about  the  characteristics  of  both 
approaches  agile  (lightweight)  &  traditional  (heavyweight)  software 
project  management  methodologies  and  presented  a  comparison 
between them based on various aspects such as lifecycle, project success
 measurement,  size  of  the  projects,  organization  culture,  management 
behavior,  development  team  size,  change  tolerance;  value  added 
activities,  planning  &  documentation.  This  research  paper  gathered 
data  from  various  surveys  conducted  in  last  10  years  on  factors  of 
adoption trend & success rate of these two approaches which are shown
 in figure 10 & figure 11. 



1. INTRODUCTION

Software project management is the spotlight in recent digital era and is part from
last more than five decades of the society. Initially the software programming were
believe on code & fix sentiments and were developed with less upfront design plan.
Code & fix concept was work for small size systems but with the growth of business
information systems it head to more complexities and become harsh to fix issues without
proper design plan. This plan driven concept ruled for many years on software
development market but with emergence of recent changing business requirements an
alternative approach was introduced in 2001 called as agile methodologies. The
conventionalmodels like waterfall & spiralmodels are plan driven and eliciting &
documenting complete set of customer requirements, architectural design and development
detail plan also called as heavyweight. The agile in software development methodologies
also known as light weight, agile manifesto mainly focus to emphasis on “people,
communication & interaction, working software, customer collaboration, and welcome
changes, rather than on processes, tools, contracts and plans”(B. Boehm.et.al,1998).

The core idea behind this research study to conducta detailed review study of both
approaches traditional or heavyweight and agile or lightweight methodologies. For the
plan driven approach, we included in my studythe two most popular methods Waterfall
and Spiral models to discuss a high level review of their characteristics or attributes.Next
section we shade light the vastly used agile methodologies Extreme Programming (XP)
and Scrum models along with their holding characteristics. Furthermore, we carried
out a comparative study of these approaches conventional & agile. In the next section
we collected data from various most internationally known groupsincluding Tech
Beacon, cPrime, StandishGroup, VersionOne, AmbySoft conducted surveys & reports
on project success rate & adoption rate from 10 years. To conclude on the basis of
gathered informations from various sources mentioned above which methodology is
to usefor software development between agile & traditional approach 

2. PLAN DRIVEN MODELS

Plan driven of heavyweight methods are considered to be the traditional way of
managing software projects. These models are followed of step by step flow, such as
feasibility study, gathering requirements, building the solution, validating &deployment.
This methods believe on upfront documentation & complete design plan. There are
many different heavyweight methodologies but thewell-known are Waterfall& Spiral
models .

2.1 Waterfall

Waterfall model is a conventional approach consists of sequential phases such as
requirements, design, implementation, testing or verification and maintenance with
definite set of contents. Every phase of this model having related bunch of activities
perform to prepare the output for the next phase of this model. These phases of traditional
waterfall model are shown in figure 1 in detail. Each phase consists of related documents
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waterfall model are shown in figure 1 in detail. Each phase consists of related
documents and pushing output to the next phase in sequence

Figure. 1

2.2 Spiral Model

Spiral method is also a type of heavyweight software development approach,
which trying to combines different components of designing & prototyping, in order
to foster the merits holding by bottom-up and top-down constructs. In 1986 Barry
Boehm described spiral model in his paper. This model has the following four main
phases (J. H. a. A. Cockburn,2016).
• Requirements gathering – Solid aims & objectives are identified each cycle or phase
• Risk analysis and reducing prototyping – Major risks are defined, evaluated on impact
basis and data is collected and analyzed to reduce the identified risks.
• Building & testing – A suitable approach followed for development & verification.
• Planning – The project developed via spiral model is reviewed and re-plan for next
round of spiral cycle.

Figure. 2

2.3 Heavyweight Characteristics

Heavyweight or traditional models have been used for decades in project
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managements across the boundaries of nature discrimination.In the vintage this models
were very popular in software market also for project management. Some common
characteristics of heavyweight approaches are list below (M. Fowler.et.al,2016).

2.3.1 Predictive approach – Heavyweight or conventional methodologies believe on
preplanned tendency along with detail documentation & layout design. In software
development planning & documentation required a huge amount of time to details it.

2.3.2 Comprehensive Documentation – Complete customer requirements in the initiation
of projects is the key factors in this approach of project management which is akaBDUF
or big design upfront process. In this process gathering all of a user requirements prior
to development.

2.3.3 Process& Tool Oriented–This approach is working on well-defined processes
with sequential or parallel flow and also using some tools for project design &
management.

3. AGILE MODELING

Agile methodologies or lightweight or modern models are is an alternative approach
to conventional models used in software development market. These models well
designed for frequently changing of requirements & unpredictability using sprints which
are incremental, iterative work beats.In 2001 a group agile experts from various agile
approaches decided to form aframework to better foster their sentiments which give
birth to Agile Software Development. The core values ofagile manifesto are “We are
uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it?
Through this work we have come to value:  Individuals and interactions over processes
and tools working software over comprehensive documentation Customer collaboration
over contract negotiation responding to change over following a plan”. In the figure.3
shown the 12 principles of agile in the Agile Manifesto (G. A. T. R. S. M. N. BROHI,2014).

Figure. 3 (http://www.biggerplate.com)

3.1 Extreme Programming (XP)
Extreme programming or XP is very well known agile practice which consists

by small cycles of development, incremental& iterative planning, continuous feedback,
and propercommunication. XP team are proactive to respond to the changes of user
requirements with courage. XP team members are working on coding, design, feedback,
pair review & testing and refactoring.XP practices are shown below in Figure. 4.
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Figure. 4
Extreme Programming project lifecycle are divided into 6 phases that are(a) Exploration,
(b) Planning, (c) Iterations to release, (d) Production, (e) Maintenance and (f) Death.
In first phase i.e. exploration the customer are responsible to writes user story cards,
in planning phase prioritizeuser stories& schedule the first release. Testing & validation
of the system can be done in the production phase, ideas & suggestions is done at the
maintenance phase. Death Phase is the final product transition where no more stories
are considered from customer.

3.2 Scrum

Scrum is an agile model having iterative, incremental process for development
& management. Scrum main focus thatwhat the scrum team should follow or adopt to
develop a more robust in the frequently anticipated of requirements change. Every
scrum cycle or release produce a shippable working with potential functionality.Scrum
practices flow are shown in Figure 5.

Figure. 5
In Scrum process user stories are gathered as product backlog & prioritize them according
to importance. Then some top level stories are picked from next release which is called
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sprint backlog. Each sprint has 1-4 weeks’ time span, which produces a potentially
shippable product released to customer. Each sprint has a daily scrum, sprint review
& retrospective meetings.

3.4. Characteristics of Agile Methodologies
Agile models are a proactive reaction of frequently changing business models

in emergence of technological advancements in business world which includes
fragmentation, globalization & intangible products & services. Agile models have some
common characteristics:

3.4.1.   People Oriented
- According to agile manifesto “Individuals and interactions over processes and

tools” people is most prestigious factors such as customers, agile team, stakeholders.
3.4.2. Adaptive – Embracing changes is the most visible fact of agile models, and agile
team always welcoming changes at all stages of the project. In agile change factor
foster learning curve to raise in corporate market to satisfy customer.

3.4.3.Balancing Flexibility & Planning
–Agile does not believe on predictive detail planning, in agile strategy is to

plans for the next sprint, high level rough plans for the next month and keeping a cloudy
clue about future of the product.Flexibility & revision is the core idea behind agile
development, the work should be flexible that at any point of time can be revised or
changed without difficulty.

3.4.4.Decentralized Approach
–In Agile development mostly decisions are making by the team which are may

be disseminate around the globe. Agile managements are using to their analytical &
decision making skills to clear the path for developers to move smooth on the project
progress.

3.4.5.Simplicity
 – Simplicity in agile world is the most important factor which means agile team

always following the simple way to develop because for long on it’s easy to make
changes in the design if needed later. It means they are doing what they are asked not
doing any extra for future use.

3.4.6.Collaboration
– Agile models are focusing on active involvement of customer & continuous

feedback on often basis. Mostly customer are onsite with the agile team to work with
them closely & openly without attempting any mistakes or missing of requirements.
Agile also encouraging full time communication & collaboration among the members
of agile team in all direction vertically & horizontally.

4. COMPARISON BETWEEN AGILE MODELS & TRADITIONAL
MODELS
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stream of project management and each of them have different characteristics.
According to Boehm, the agile models main objective is on rapid delivery of value
while on the other hand conventional approach is focus on high assurance. Heavyweight
models behave that the requirements are completely defined & predictable to develop
an extensive detailed plan while agile development focus on adaptive approach with
high quality consist ofmulti skills small groups using the continuous improvement,rapid
feedback & embrace changes. The following table emphasizes the primary comparison
between agile methodologies & conventional methodologies .
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4.1 Major Agile benefits over Traditional approach

Every approach has merits & demerits in their our domain of development &
management such as conventional models have significant success in construction, oil
& gas projects while agile methodologies are famous for the success rate in software
market. The following are some important aspects highlighted for agile having significant
benefits over traditional approaches.

4.1.1. Rapid delivery of software products

Agile or lightweight methodologies emphasize the principle of rapid& fast
transition of products to customerby small releases.Short sprints or cycles, frequent
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delivery& scheduled sprints of 1 to 4 weeks of time span contains of high prioritized
user stories which foster the rapid delivery of product to customer. Agile methods are
having
iterative and incremental development structured models and each iteration delivering
a potential shippable product which increment the final product in different releases.
Because of rapid delivery & customer onsite involvement keep the customer satisfied
& sustained.

Figure 6: Iterative process and incremental delivery software products [4].

4.1.2. Highly tolerant of change requirements

Agile approach embracing change in user requirements at any stage while
conventional models are feeling reluctant in this phase. To make change in the traditional
methods are complex & rigid to implement which may cause to failure of projects while
embracing changes is the agile most significant principle. Agile has the ability to respond
the customer changes which leads to learn & success of project in the market. One of
the factor of agile emergence was the frequent asking for changes from customers
which are not only difficult in Heavyweight methods but some time looking impossible.

4.1.3. Reduce cost and time

Traditional approach relative cost of changes in requirements or cost of fixing
errors are very high, either they were missed or lack of understood, throughout the
lifecycle of product development. Agile development involves less cost of development
as rework, management, documentation and other non-development work related cost
is reduced.It is clear that approach thatthe team should test frequently & in outset stages.
Agile also foster to reduce the feedback loop, consumption of time between development
& validating it which cause to short the time & cost tremendously of product lifecycle.
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Figure. 7

4.1.4.Early feedback from Customer

In conventional models are following predictive & upfront plan approach which
is informally called BDUF (Big Design Up Front) and BRUF (Big Requirements Up
Front) development tactics. In traditional methodologies details plan, design & requirement
documentsare developed in the initiation. While agile models on the other hand working
on small releases, user stories with no or less documentation & short term plan which
leads of customer feedback at the early stages of product development & continuously
are involved in the lifecycle.

Figure 8: design phase composition between waterfall and agile development.

4.1.5. Documentation

Agile development models are focusing on value adding activities and reducing
activities which are non-value added activities like comprehensive documentations,
detail planning & future values of the product. Agile more emphasis delivering the
current product nor more or less.
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4.1.6.Focus on high quality product

In lightweight methodologies emphasize on rapid delivery, short term release,
higher customer satisfaction, low defect rate and a proactive response to requirements
changes. Plan-driven models are focusing on predictability, high assurance & stability.In
agile models the onsite customer involvement with development team assuring the
product quality, customer satisfaction & product success.

Figure 9: Comparison of Feedback cycles of agile vs traditional approaches.
(http://www.ambysoft.com)

5. AGILE PROJECTS SUCCESS RATE

Traditional methodologies are mostly challenges in delivery of software
projectstherefore most of the software projects are failed or late & over budget. Agile
approach main principle to reduce waste, eliminate non-value added activities and over-
production in order to deliver the product what customer actually needed. In Agile
models are focusing on small releases & rapid development & delivery with short term
sprints & onsite customers involvement, getting continuous feedback from clients are
all driving forces to successful delivery of the product on time & within the budget.
InFigure.10 the data are gathered from different surveys conducted by well-known
organizations that are showing the success rate of agile projects over traditional projects
of the past 10 years.
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6. ADOPTION OF AGILE

In today modern software market different industries are seeing a greater return
on investment (ROI) in IT projects. From financial institutions to corporate size
organizations are facing on large scale changes in technology platforms, payment
gateways, financial, assets and risk management systems, while attempting to deliver
products & services as the customers demand or need. From online banking, e-payments
trends toward increasing in mobility worlds & m-payments with digital revolution
which needs to rapid response, tracking of accounts & economics to reduce financial
risks. In Figure 11 data are gathered from different survey conducted by world known
organization from 10 years which showing the adoption of agile development models
over conventional models.

Figure 11: Agile development degree of adoption.
(, , , , http://www.ambysoft.com)

CONCLUSION

Global competition is at an all-time high. Technology is advancing at an
unprecedented pace. Organizations must deliver more with fewer resources. Although
there is no perfect solution to project management and success, executives and managers
are turning to agile project management as a key solution to assist in this challenge.
In today dynamic market & increasing trend to deliver quality products in the information
& business era with rapidly changes in global market lets the professionals to think a
different way of developing software which emerges agile models. Predictive project
approaches are tightly regarded in project management & were using for decades which
were successfully implemented in different organizations. However, for today dynamic
& global complex IT market, traditional models can be stay inefficient & ineffective
as the business requirements are not tangible. Agile models have emerged due highly
iterative and incremental nature of process, where the development team & stakeholders
are work together to identify the business needs & mutual understanding of the domain.
All stakeholders are onsite involved in defining the product requirements, what needs
to be built& deliver, and prioritize functionality by demand of customer.

Agile software development models are iterative and incremental nature approaches
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&become popular in software information industry. According to the data collected in
the survey many organizations moving to adopt agile regardless of size from small to
large level organizations. In this dissertation, we conduct the study of main benefits
of agile in the contrast of traditional approach which tremendously improves software
development processes. We also provide with this research report, the success rate and
current adoption state of agile software development with help of data collected from
different surveys results. This study provided an in-depth benefits of agile models in
the software development industries over conventional approach and also providing
details side by side comparison of these two development approaches that Agile Models
& Traditional Models.
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